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&SHUFL pricelist Pax 
This price list includes selected prices. As a standard, &SHUFL produces all of the formats that are found in the Pax system.

In addition to the standard assortment we produce fronts, doors, side panels, floor boards, and countertops to measure, so you 

can get specially-designed solutions for your kitchen. Sides and countertops are specially-produced without an additional fee. 

Fronts and doors that are specially-produced to measure require an additional fee of 10%. If you’d like prices on formats you 

don’t see in this list, you are welcome to contact us.

Descriptions of the options (colors, finish type, et.) that are available for the various materials can be found on our website:  

www.andshufl.com.

Cabinets Laminate              1.740

Painted               1.740

Raw               2.200

Linoleum               2.400

Wood              2.400

Wood Exclusive     2.550 

Bamboo               2.880

50x195

Floorboards

Laminate              2.160

Painted              2.160

Raw               2.500

Linoleum              2.800

Wood              2.800

Wood Exclusive     2.970 

Bamboo               3.360

50x229

Fits PAX 

height 201

Sidepieces

They are generally delivered slightly 

larger in depth and length, so they can be 

adjusted onsite.

Laminate              1.520

Painted               1.520

Raw               2.000

Linoleum               2.200

Wood              2.200

Wood Exclusive    2.400 

Bamboo               2.640

Laminate              1.900

Painted              1.900

Raw              2.670

Linoleum              3.400

Wood              3.400

Wood Exclusive    3.700 

Bamboo               4.080

40x240

62x240

They are generally delivered slightly 

larger in depth and length, so they can be 

adjusted onsite.

Laminate              620

Painted              620

Raw              650

Linoleum              700

Wood              700

Wood Exclusive   780 

Bamboo               840

10x240

Fits PAX 

height 236
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Black              100

Stainless steel       150

Brass              200

Brass              350Back plates ExternalHandles

What should the handle look like? 
You can choose either a black, stainless steel or brass backplate for our handles. The handles on the door can be placed to the left, the 

right, or in the center. You just need to make sure that the handle and hinge placements are correct when you order from us. 

Do you have a kitchen that didn’t come from IKEA?
We also produce doors and fronts for other kitchen brands. All we need is the precise measurements from you to produce to. Please note 

that we produce without drill holes. The price for specially-produced doors and fronts includes an additional fee of 10%.

Dress up your closets and bathroom furnishings with &SHUFL.
We also produce closet doors for IKEA’s wardrobe solution PAX, and for the bathroom furnishings line Godmorgon. 

Contact us to get prices and more information.


